Next House testing la carte service

By Ben Time

The dining hall at 500 Memorial Drive is serving food à la carte to its patrons this term, as part of a year-long experiment by MIT Housing and Food Services.

House residents voted almost unanimously for the change in commons meals last year. The Dining Advisory Board, a committee which consists of students, faculty members and dining service representatives, also approved the change.

“A few years ago,” explained George Hartwell, associate director of housing and food services, “there was a movement on campus to change the entire common system to à la carte. I think that project will answer some important questions. Can an à la carte house support itself, and do the students appreciate à la carte?”

Dining Service decided to

Heres, AIDS described by MIT medical panel
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The body then develops antitbodies which combat and destroy the virus, but this director looks substantial during which time the virus resides into the nervous system, he said.

The weakened body is attacked by other viruses or HHV and AIDS is diagnosed, Shiang explained. The disease is presently treated with a variety of methods such as chemotherapy, lymphocytes and immune stimulation, and micro-biological suppressors and prescription, she said.

Access to Data General’s research was a privilege, Kidder said. “I really wanted to write a book about a corporate executive, but I couldn’t get access to a corporate executive who was willing to tell his story.”

Kidder tells about the book
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but this director looks substantial and seems interested.” The director said it was tempting by himself, but “I hope he won’t engage in fantasies about their sex lives.”

The Soul of a New Machine was not the book he intended to write, Kidder said. “I really wanted to write a book about a corporate executive, but I couldn’t get access to a corporate executive who was willing to tell his story.”
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